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Abstract
Within the framework of the NDSC (Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Change)
ground-based FTIR solar absorption spectra have been routinely recorded at Izan˜a
Observatory (28◦N, 16◦W) on Tenerife Island since March 1999. By analyzing the
shape of the absorption lines, and their different temperature sensitivities, the vertical5
distribution of the absorbers can be retrieved. Unique time series of subtropical pro-
files of O3, HCl, HF, N2O, and CH4 are presented. The effects of both dynamical and
chemical annually varying cycles can be seen in the retrieved profiles. These include
enhanced upwelling and photochemistry in summer and a more disturbed atmosphere
in winter, which are typical of the subtropical stratosphere. A detailed error analysis10
has been performed for each profile. The output from two different three-dimensional
(3-D) chemical transport models (CTMs), which are forced by ECMWF analyses, are
compared to the measured profiles. Both models agree well with the measurements in
tracking abrupt variations in the atmospheric structure, e.g. due to tropical streamers,
in particular for the lower stratosphere. Simulated and measured profiles also reflect15
similar dynamical and chemical annual cycles. However, the differences between their
mixing ratios clearly exceed the error bars estimated for the measured profiles. Possi-
ble reasons for this are discussed.
1. Introduction
During the last two decades our scientific understanding of chemical and dynamical20
processes within the stratosphere has improved significantly. Nevertheless, the cur-
rent state of knowledge still does not permit models to simulate, for example, the
observed ozone depletion quantitatively (e.g. European Union, 2001). In the tropics
where, through the upwelling branch of the large-scale circulation (Brewer, 1949; Dob-
son, 1956), the majority of transport from the troposphere into the stratosphere oc-25
curs, the conversion of anthropogenic source gases into reactive compounds through
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enhanced photochemistry is very efficient. A better knowledge of the timescales of
chemical and transport processes within the tropics, and in particular across the so-
called subtropical transport barrier (e.g. Trepte and Hitchman, 1992), should thus im-
prove our understanding of the stratosphere globally. An essential requirment for a
detailed study of these mechanisms are continuous observations of the current state5
of the stratosphere, e.g. in the form of atmospheric trace gas profiles which contain in-
formation on chemical and dynamical processes. Comparison of measured trace gas
profiles with models, which represent chemistry and transport in three dimensions (3-D
CTMs), are therefore well-suited to test if the processes assumed in the model agree
with the behaviour of the real atmosphere.10
Profile data for low latitudes are far less abundant than for middle or high latitudes.
In fact, before 1999 only data from ozone soundings and satellite measurements were
available on a continuous basis. Ozone is a chemically active species, and hence can-
not be used unambiguously to distinguish between chemical and dynamical processes.
Satellite data are limited to the lifetime of the satellite instrument and depend on ad-15
ditional validation measurements. Ground-based FTIR solar absorption spectroscopy
allows us to determine a large variety of atmospheric trace gas profiles simultaneously.
In contrast to satellite data the quality of the retrieved profiles can be analyzed easily.
Ground-based FTIR activities actually play an important role in the validation of satellite
measurements.20
Since March 1999 a Bruker 120M FTIR spectrometer has been operated routinely
at the Izan˜a Observatory, yielding a unique 5-year time series of atmospheric trace
gas profiles in a subtropical region. The measurements are performed as part of the
Network for Detection of Stratospheric Change (NDSC). The NDSC, which is supported
by the International Ozone Commission, the United Nations Environment Programme,25
and the World Meteorological Organization, is a network of observatories that provide
long-term stratospheric parameters of high quality. In this paper time series of O3,
HCl, HF, N2O and CH4 are presented. A detailed error analysis of the FTIR results is
performed and the measurements are compared to 3-D model calculations.
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2. The measurements
2.1. Measurement site
The Izan˜a Observatory is located on the Canary Island of Tenerife, 300 km from the
African west coast at 28◦18′N, 16◦29′W at 2370ma.s.l. Its position in the Atlantic
Ocean and above a stable inversion layer, typical for subtropical regions, provides clean5
air and clear sky conditions for most of the year, offering excellent conditions for strato-
spheric observations by remote sensing techniques. The interseasonal variability of
some geophysical parameters are given in Schneider (2002). In winter (December to
April) the mean 2PVU dynamical tropopause height is 10.5 km, although large varia-
tions are observed, i.e. both typical mid-latitudinal values of 8–10 km and typical trop-10
ical values of 13–16 km are possible. In summer (July to September), when there are
less disturbances in the upper troposphere and stratosphere, the tropopause height
is relatively stable and is located around 14.5 km. This pronounced interseasonal and
day-to-day variability in winter is typical of a subtropical region since it is the transition
area from the high tropical tropopause to the lower mid-latitude tropopause. The strato-15
spheric zonal winds are geostrophic and therefore westerlies prevail from November to
April and easterlies from May to October. Meridional flow in the stratosphere is driven
by wave disturbances, which are more important in winter, when backward trajecto-
ries show that the origins of airmasses detected at Izan˜a are widely dispersed, i.e.
both tropical and polar airmasses are detected on occasions. In summer stratospheric20
airmasses tend to originate from around 20–25◦N with little variation.
2.2. Spectra evaluation
The solar absorption spectra are measured with a Bruker 120M with a resolution of
0.0036–0.005 cm−1 when no numerical apodization is applied. The solar radiation is
captured by a solar tracker controlled by both astronomical calculations and a quad-25
rant sensor. A KBr beam splitter is used. Depending on the spectral region to be
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analyzed, liquid-nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe and InSb detectors are used to determine
the spectral intensities. Both detectors operate in a photovoltaic mode with negligible
non-linearities. Between March–August 1999 and February–March 2000 a photocon-
ductive HgCdTe detector was applied for the 700–1200 cm−1 wavenumber region to
correct non-linearities. The spectra are typically constructed by co-adding up to 85
scans recorded in about 10 or 13min, depending on their resolution. Analyzing the
shape of the absorption lines (lines are widened by pressure broadening) and their
different temperature sensitivities allows the retrieval of the vertical distribution of the
absorbers. Since the instrumental line shape (ILS) also affects the shape of the mea-
sured absorption lines, it is desirable to determine this instrumental characteristic inde-10
pendently from the atmospheric measurements. This is done every two months, on av-
erage, using cell measurements and the software LINEFIT, as described in Hase et al.
(1999). The measured spectra are analyzed with the inversion code PROFFIT (Hase
et al., 2004), which applies the Karlsruhe Optimized and Precise Radiative Transfer
Algorithm (KOPRA, Ho¨pfner et al., 1998; Kuntz et al., 1998; Stiller et al., 1998) as a15
radiative transfer model. The inversion is performed on logarithmic scale. Since there
is too little information in the ground-based spectra to retrieve the vertical distribution
of the absorbers unambiguously, additional constraints have to be applied during the
analysis. All profiles presented here are constrained towards the shape of their a-priori
profiles. In some cases they are additionally forced towards the absolute a-priori values20
at surface and above 80 km. The analyzed microwindows, the additional constraints,
and the interfering gases are listed in Table 1. A-priori data are HALOE climatological
profiles for HF and CH4, climatological profile of Tenerife’s ozone sondes for O3, and
climatologies of mid-latitudes shifted by 3 km in height for HCl and N2O. Up to 30 km
temperature data are taken from the meteorological soundings performed each day at25
12:00 UT and above those supplied by the automailer system of the Goddard Space
Flight Center are used.
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2.3. Error analysis
The error analysis is based on the work of Rodgers (2000), according to which the error
in the retrieved profiles separates into three components; errors due to uncertainties
in the input parameters applied in the inversion procedure, errors due to measurement
noise, and errors due to the inherent finite vertical resolution of the observing system,5
subsequently called the ‘smoothing error’. The confidence of this method for the error
estimation for O3 was demonstrated in Schneider et al. (2004). There it was also
shown that the retrieved O3 profile are in consistent with HALOE (Halogen Occultation
Experiment) data.
2.3.1. Error analysis: model input parameters10
Input parameters are solar elevation angle, temperature profile, ILS, and spectroscopic
line parameters. Discrepancies between the angle under which the solar radiation en-
ters the instrument and the actual solar elevation angle, which is applied in the retrieval,
may occur when the instrument’s aperture is not centred on the solar disk. For the error
estimations an uncertainty of 0.1◦ was assumed (the diameter of the solar disc is 0.5◦).15
Temperature uncertainties of 2.5 K near the surface and 14K in the upper stratosphere
are assumed. They arise from the limited accuracy of the sonde’s thermometer and
mismatches in time and space for the airmasses detected by FTIR and sonde. The
modulation efficiency and the phase error are assumed to be determined by the cell
measurements at an accuracy of 2% and 0.2 rad, respectively. Spectroscopic line pa-20
rameters are generally taken from the HITRAN 2000 database (Rothman et al., 2003)
with an assumed accuracy of 5%. For O3 data are taken from Wagner et al. (2002),
who estimate an accuracy of 2% for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient.
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2.3.2. Error analysis: measurement noise
Noise in the measured spectrum has an important impact on the quality of the mea-
surement. Around 785 cm−1, where O3 is evaluated the signal-to-noise ratio is typically
250. At 2482 cm−1 (N2O) it is 490, around 2800 cm
−1 (HCl and CH4) it is 470–660, and
at 4039 cm−1 (HF) it is 800.5
2.3.3. Error analysis: smoothing
The application of constraints limits the vertical resolution of the retrieved profiles,
which gives rise to an important error – the so-called smoothing error. For a sta-
tistical analysis of this error, which is given by the difference between the retrieved
smoothed profile and the real atmospheric profile, the variability of the real profile and10
its covariance must be known. For O3 this information can be obtained from the weekly
ozone soundings, which shows large variability in the tropopause region (up to 80%)
and correlation a length of typically 2.5 km. The natural variability of the other gases
is estimated from the annual variabilities calculated by the KASIMA 3-D CTM. These
modelled variabilities are very likely to differ from the real variabilities due to deficien-15
cies of the model, e.g. limited vertical and horizontal resolution. A comparison of the O3
variabilities obtained from the sondes and KASIMA (dotted and solid line in left panel
of Fig. 1) shows that the real variability exceeds the modelled one by approximately
60% above 16 km. Hence, for the estimation of the smoothing error of HCl, HF, N2O,
and CH4, a modified KASIMA variability (original KASIMA variability multiplied by 1.6,20
see Fig. 1) is applied. The interlevel correlations for all gases are assumed to be those
of the O3 sondes, i.e. Gaussian-like with correlation length of 2.5 km throughout the
atmosphere.
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2.3.4. Error analysis: summary
Errors due to solar angle, temperature profile, measurement noise, and smoothing
are random. As shown in Figs. 2 to 6 the smoothing error is by far the most impor-
tant source of uncertainty in the retrieved profile, followed by the measurement noise
and temperature profile errors. Errors caused by uncertainties in the solar angle can5
generally be neglected. It should be noted that the variabilities, temperature profile,
measurement noise and smoothing error, as depicted in Figs. 1 to 6, do not reflect
all interlevel correlations. A proper presentation would only be possible in form of the
so-called error patterns (Rodgers, 2000). For a single profile, uncertainties in the ILS
and line parameters are responsible for systematic errors. Below ∼20 km for the tropo-10
spheric source gases N2O and CH4 the systematic line parameter errors clearly exceed
the estimated precision. The estimated random and systematic errors in the total, tro-
pospheric, and stratospheric column amounts are presented in Table 2. This confirms
that the uncertainties in the line parameters dominate the error for tropospheric gases
and that the smoothing error and measurement noise determine the precision of the15
tropospheric column amounts of stratospheric gases.
2.4. Characterization of retrieved profiles
Instead of estimating the quality of the retrieved profile by quoting the large smoothing
errors it may be useful to consider just the smoothed profiles and analyze a-priori
what kind of raw features of the real atmosphere are expected to be observable in the20
retrieved profiles. The averaging kernels are commonly used for this purpose as they
give an impression of the vertical resolution of the retrieved profiles.
Figure 7 shows the averaging kernels for the retrieved mixing ratios. Their amplitudes
indicate the sensitivity of the retrieval and their full widths at half maximum (FWHM)
indicate the vertical resolution of the corresponding layer. In the case of Tenerife Is-25
land, they are particularly small for solar elevation angles around or below 20◦. Typical
FWHM values are listed in Table 3. At altitudes close to the surface the FWHM is cal-
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culated as double the distance between the altitude of the kernel’s maximum and the
altitude above, where it reaches its half value. For O3, HCl, and HF below ∼20 km and
above 32 km the kernels’ maxima do not coincide with the nominal height, which makes
it more difficult to interpret the FWHM. The best vertical resolution is achieved by O3
around 26 km with FWHM values between 9.0 and 12.5 km. HCl and HF have smallest5
FWHMs of around 13 km at 24 km and of 18 km at ∼18 km, respectively. N2O and CH4
are well suited for an analysis of the atmosphere below 20 km with typical FWHMs as
small as 9.1 km.
The trace of the averaging kernel matrix provides another useful measure. It gives
the number of independent pieces of information retrieved from the measurement. For10
the O3 retrievals the trace of the averaging kernel matrix is around 3.0 and for the
HCl retrievals around 2.7, indicating the possibility of retrieving up to 3 independent
components in the profile, whereas the trace of the HF kernels is typically around 2.1.
The spectra used for the N2O and CH4 retrievals contain 3.0 and 2.4 independent
pieces of information.15
The capability of the retrieved profile to describe the real profile can be even better
assessed by using some a-priori information. The kernels of Fig. 7 are the response
of the retrieved profiles on altering of the mixing ratio at the nominal height of the
real profile by 1 arbitrary unit. If one tries to estimate which altitude range of the real
atmosphere is typically represented in the mixing ratio retrieved at a certain altitude20
level, it is necessary to consider not only the averaging kernels but also the typical
variability and the interlevel correlations in the real atmosphere. This information, in
form of a covariance matrix SCOV, is obtained from a statistical analysis of KASIMA
calculations and O3 sondes as described in Sect. 2.3.3. An eigenvector analysis of
the matrix SCOV allows us to identify the components of the real profile, which vary25
independently from each other. They are represented by the eigenvectors of SCOV
multiplied by their respective eigenvalues. These scaled vectors contain the same
information as the covariance matrix. Any possible variation of the real profile can be
represented by a linear combination of these vectors, whereby their coefficients are
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randomly distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. Multiplying a simulated real
profile with the averaging kernel yields its corresponding retrieved profile. An ensemble
of a large number of simulated real profiles and their corresponding retrieved profiles
represents the variability and interlevel correlations of the real and their corresponding
retrieved profile. Correlating the real to their corresponding retrieved profiles allows us5
then to identify the altitude ranges in the real profile which are, from a statistical point
of view, mainly represented at a certain altitude level of the retrieved profile.
The results of this sensitivity analysis are shown in Fig. 8 for the typical kernels
depicted in Fig. 7. The upper left panel shows the interlevel correlations in the real
atmosphere, i.e. the sensitivity for an optimal retrieval. The assumed Gaussian-like in-10
terlevel correlation with a σ value of 2.5 km produces correlation coefficients of at least
0.5 (in the following called 0.5ρ-layer) within a layer of 3.5 km around the nominal alti-
tude. The limits of this layer are marked by a pink line. The correlation coefficients of
a real retrieval are smaller and their 0.5ρ-layers are broader, since they are influenced
by the a-priori profiles. O3 shows largest coefficients of 0.94 for a correlation between15
the real mixing ratio at 22 km and the retrieved mixing ratio at 20 km, i.e. the O3 is
especially sensitive to the real atmospheric O3 amounts around 22 km. The retrieved
value at 32 km correlates with the real value at 30 km with 0.8. At 20 and 32 km the
0.5ρ-layers ranges from 18 to 25 km and from 26 to 36 km, respectively. The ratios
retrieved above 40 km and below 10 km show strong anti-correlations to the real values20
around 25 km, which complicates the interpretation of the retrieved values at these alti-
tudes. The HCl retrieval is most sensitive to altitudes around 20 km, which correlate to
the mixing ratio retrieved at 16 km with a coefficient of 0.89. At altitudes below 13 km
the 0.5ρ-layer covers the real profiles between 15 and 23 km. The values retrieved
above 30 km have correlation coefficients below 0.8 and above 40 km the 0.5ρ-layer25
is situated between 28 and 37 km. The retrieved HF is less sensitive to the real at-
mosphere. It shows largest coefficients of 0.82 at 22 km for correlation with the real
mixing ratio at 24 km. Its 0.5ρ-layer covers 8–10 km. N2O and CH4 are well suited for
analyzing the atmosphere below 25 km, where their maximal correlations correspond
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to the nominal altitudes. The coefficients reach 0.9 for altitudes below 5 km and 0.85 at
23 km (for N2O). The latter makes the N2O retrieval appropriate for an analysis of the
lower stratosphere.
3. The models
3.1. SLIMCAT5
The SLIMCAT three-dimensional (3-D) off-line chemical transport model (CTM) is de-
scribed in detail by Chipperfield (1999). The model temperatures and horizontal winds
are specified from analyses and the vertical transport in the stratosphere is diagnosed
from radiative heating rates. In the stratosphere the model uses an isentropic coordi-
nate and this has been extended down to the surface using hybrid sigma-theta levels.10
The troposphere is assumed to be well-mixed. The model has a detailed treatment of
stratospheric chemistry including gas-phase and heterogeneous chemistry.
In the run used here SLIMCAT was integrated with a horizontal resolution of
7.5◦×7.5◦ and 20 levels extending from the surface to about 55 km. The model was
forced by European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses15
and the simulation started 1 January 1989. ERA-40 analyses were used until 31 De-
cember 1999 followed by operational analyses. The model source gas loadings were
from tropospheric observations (WMO, 2003). The output was saved at 00:00 UT every
2 days interpolated to the location of Izan˜a.
3.2. KASIMA20
The KASIMA (Karlsruhe Simulation model of the Middle Atmosphere) 3-D CTM has
a unique model architecture as it couples a mechanistic model with an off-line model
which is forced by meteorological analyses (Kouker et al., 1999). The model run used
here was initialized on 15 October 2000 with zonal mean output from the REPROBUS
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3-D CTM (Lefevre, personal communication). Tropospheric trends of the source gases
as N2O, CH4, and the CFCs were prescribed during the model run (Engel, personal
communication). The meteorology is based on operational ECMWF analyses up to
1 hPa and the mechanistic model on top. The horizontal resolution was approximately
4.0◦×4.0◦ (T30). The run used 63 vertical levels between 10 and 120 km pressure5
altitude with a 0.75 km spacing from 10 up to 22 km and an exponentially decreasing
resolution above. For the comparison with the FTIR data model output for 12:00 UT
each day during the simulation was used.
KASIMA therefore provides a slightly higher resolution view of the stratosphere but
for a shorter period. In contrast, the multi-decadal run of SLIMCAT ensures that all of10
the model long-lived tracers have ‘spun-up’ and are indepent of any initialisation.
4. Observed time series
4.1. Results of the measurements
The open circles in the upper panels of Figs. 9 to 13 represent the time series of
the FTIR-observed stratospheric column amounts (above 12.4 km altitude) of the trace15
gases from March 1999 until December 2003. HF, which is chemically long-lived and
more abundant at higher altitudes, and N2O, which is long-lived and abundant at lower
altitudes, show annual cycles with gradually decreasing (HF) and increasing (N2O) col-
umn amounts and low variability during summer. In winter large column amounts of HF,
small column amounts of N2O and large variabilities are observed. These observations20
reflect the pronounced upwelling and stable stratosphere in summer and the more dis-
turbed stratosphere in winter. The time series of the profiles, which are depicted in the
second panels from the top of Figs. 9 to 13 show, that the mixing ratio isolines typical
for the lower stratosphere, e.g. the 0.3 ppbv HF isoline or 0.3 ppmv N2O isoline ascend
gradually and stably during summer and are situated at low altitudes and show strong25
variabilities in winter. For the chemically active trace gas O3 this dynamical evolution
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of the atmosphere is also observed, e.g. the 1.5 ppmv O3 isoline, ascends gradually
during summer and shows relatively strong variabilities in winter. However, for O3 the
photochemistry is also important. In summer when solar irradiation is very intensive at
Izan˜a (solar elevation of 85.2◦ at summer solstice) the ozone production above 25 km
is enhanced, which dampens the cycle observed in the column amount series of O35
compared to the purely dynamical cycles of HF and N2O. This photochemical cycle
is tracked by the FTIR profile series which show O3 mixing ratios of typically 8.5 ppmv
around 32 km in winter and of 10.0 ppmv in summer.
The behaviour of HCl is also mainly dominated by the above-mentioned dynamical
processes as can be observed in the evolution of its profile series. However since it10
is chemically less stable than HF other processes have also to be considered, e.g.
its chemical destruction by reaction with OH, which is more abundant in the summer
stratosphere than in the winter stratosphere. CH4 shows similar temporal evolution as
N2O, however it is correlated to the chemical chlorine partitioning by its reaction with
Cl to CH3 and HCl, which accounts for approximately 30% of the total destruction of15
CH4 in the stratosphere (Lary and Toumi, 1997).
4.2. Measurements versus models
The vertical resolution of the modelled and measured profiles are different, which has
to be considered for an adequate comparison. The averaging kernels of the FTIR
profiles have FWHMs of 10–20 km. The model calculations are on a far finer grid and20
their vertical resolutions are up to 0.75 km in the lower stratosphere and about 2 km
in the upper stratosphere. Hence, compared to the FTIR observations the modelled
profiles are highly resolved. They have been transformed to the FTIR resolution by
smoothing with the FTIR averaging kernels. Since KASIMA only calculates mixing
ratios between 12 km and 70 km and SLIMCAT only up to 60 km the a-priori data were25
applied to complete the modelled profiles over the whole altitude range covered by
the averaging kernels. This procedure excludes influences of the altitudes where no
model data exist on other altitude levels. The third and fourth panels of Figs. 9 to 13
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show the time series of the smoothed model profiles. In general the models calculate
the same annual cycles as observed in the measurements, i.e. upward shifted profiles
around the tropopause/lower stratosphere region during summer and higher variability
in winter than in summer. The enhanced photochemistry observed by an especially
pronounced ozone maximum in summer is also well documented by KASIMA, while5
SLIMCAT differs in this respect. Abrupt changes in the profiles, which occur suddenly
when tropical or polar airmasses are detected, are generally tracked by the models in
agreement with the measurements. From 6-10 February 2001 a tropical streamer event
was detected over Izan˜a (on those days tropical airmasses were present; Schneider,
2002), which caused an upward shift of the profiles in the lower stratosphere of about10
4 km. This can be seen particularly well in the chemically stable gases HF and N2O.
Simultaneously, the O3 mixing ratios above 25 km increase during this event, which is
observed in the measured as well as in the simulated KASIMA profiles, but not in the
SLIMCAT profiles, which have a lower resolution. Similarly, the downward shift of the
HF and N2O profiles observed from 10–13 February 2003 is due to the presence of15
polar airmasses.
However, there are important differences between measurement and models. The
time series of the differences between FTIR and model profiles are shown in the two
lower panels of Figs. 9 to 13. These have been additionally smoothed along the tem-
poral scale by a 2-month running mean, which consists in averaging all data available20
between 1 month before and 1 month after the day of reference. This procedure makes
the temporal evolution during the modelled period clearer, however, the running mean
so-obtained is less confident for periods where less measurements are made. For
an adequate interpretation of these differences the systematic errors coming from the
FTIR profiles have to be estimated. Similar to Eq. (11) in Schneider et al. (2004), the25
expected uncertainty for the difference between the FTIR and smoothed model profiles
can be calculated from:
xerr = AI][(xreal − xa−priori)
+ GKpp +Gy
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+ AI[]model. (1)
Here xerr , xreal , and xa−priori are the state vectors of the error, the real, and the
a-priori profile, respectively. A is the FTIR averaging kernel matrix, I, I[], and I][ are
unity matrices with entries at all levels, at levels corresponding to the altitude range
of the model, and at levels covered by the FTIR inversion algorithm but not by the5
model. G is the gain matrix, Kp the sensitivity matrix for the model parameters and p,
y , and model , the retrieval model parameter, measurement and model uncertainties.
In Eq. (1) the first term accounts for the smoothing error. Within the model’s altitude
range smoothing errors of FTIR and model are fully correlated and hence eliminate
each other. Outside the model’s altitude range the model profiles are extended with10
the constant a-priori data, which is left unchanged by smoothing. Hence, all smoothing
errors present in the difference of FTIR and model profiles are produced by smoothing
the FTIR profile at these altitude ranges. Concerning an ensemble of real atmospheric
profiles from a whole annual cycle, the smoothing error is a pure random error with the
real profiles varying randomly around the a-priori profile, since it is an all-season clima-15
tology. However, in the following seasonal variabilities of the difference between FTIR
and model profiles are discussed, and an ensemble of profiles sampled on smaller
timescales may have systematic smoothing errors, since its mean is different from the
a-priori or all season climatology. This systematic smoothing error, like the smoothing
error of a single FTIR profile in Sect. 2.3.3, is estimated by the covariances of the all20
season ensembles (AI][SCOVI
T
][A
T). The second and third term of Eq. (1) contains the
errors caused by uncertainties in the input parameters and FTIR measurement noise,
of which only spectroscopic data may produce systematic errors. At the left hand side
of the bottom of Figs. 9 to 13 the expected systematic errors for the difference between
FTIR and smoothed model profiles are shown. The errors due to line parameter data25
are naturally independent from the model, whereas the systematic smoothing error de-
pends on the model’s altitude range. It is only shown for the difference between FTIR
and KASIMA, since for SLIMCAT, which calculates at all altitude levels below 60 km,
it can be neglected. These estimated errors are generally smaller than the observed
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differences, which allows us to attribute them to systematic errors of the model, which
are represented by the last term in Eq. (1).
It is helpful to consider first the significant differences between models and measure-
ments for the chemically relatively stable species HF, N2O and CH4. As can be seen in
the lower panels of Fig. 11 both models, if compared to the measurements, calculate5
smaller HF mixing ratios for higher altitudes. Hence, according to Fig. 8, the models
underestimate the HF amounts above 30 km. The mixing ratios modelled for altitudes
below ∼26 km are larger than their measured counterparts. This is most likely caused
by the negative correlation at this retrieved altitude towards the real atmosphere above
30 km, where HF is underestimated by the models. For N2O (Fig. 12), on the other10
hand, the models overestimate the mixing ratios above ∼22 km and underestimate it
below 20 km. The N2O mixing ratios retrieved at 22 km represent the real atmosphere
quite well. It is impossible that these overestimations are produced artificially by too low
model ratios at lower altitudes, since the anti-correlations towards mixing ratios below
15 km as observed in Fig. 8 are very small (ρ values between −0.1 and −0.05). For15
CH4 (Fig. 13) the same observations, even more pronounced, as for N2O are made.
All the observed differences increase with time; faster for KASIMA than for SLIMCAT.
HF exists only in very small amounts below the tropopause. It is produced in the strato-
sphere by photodissociation of CFCs, whereas N2O and CH4 are emitted in the lower
troposphere and oxidized in the stratosphere. Hence, too low model HF, too large20
model N2O and CH4 and the observed trends, may indicate that the link to the tropical
stratosphere, where upward transport is very effective, or the upward transport above
Izan˜a itself is simulated too effectively.
Further similarities between the models are observed in the temporal evolution of
their differences to the measurements. The models’ under- or overestimations of strato-25
spheric HF or N2O and CH4, respectively, tend to increase in winter time (see lower
panels of Figs. 11, 12, and 13). This means that during winter the differences between
modelled and real dynamics tend to increase. On the other hand, at the end of spring
and during summer the differences observed in the profiles decrease. This may indi-
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cate, that during this period the modelled and real atmospheric vertical motions are
more consistent than in other periods.
Interpretation of the chemically more active species O3 and HCl is more compli-
cated, since both dynamical and chemical processes and their interactions have to be
considered. Both trace gases are, by analogy to HF, underestimated by the models,5
which is due to the mentioned dynamical deficiencies of the models. Too large model
mixing ratios at low altitudes are, in particular for O3, partly due to the anti-correlations
with the underestimated values above in the middle stratosphere. However, at these
altitudes the retrieved O3 and HCl ratios also show large positive correlations with real
atmospheric ratios at low altitudes (see Fig. 8). Hence, this overestimation cannot be10
explained only by an artefact introduced by the retrieval, but reflects most likely also the
real atmospheric situation. Concerning O3, the models (in particular SLIMCAT) clearly
underestimate the increase in the O3 mixing ratios in the middle stratosphere during
summer. A similar enhanced difference at the end of summer, also less pronounced
as for O3, is observed for HCl. A reason might be a shorter lifetime of the precursor15
species (molecular oxygen and CFCs, respectively) and thus an enhanced production
of O3 and HCl (in-situ photochemistry) or a stronger link to their source region, the
tropical stratosphere, in the real atmosphere (inner-extra tropical transport processes)
if compared to the models. For both species, similar to the dynamical tracers, the dif-
ferences show a periodic evolution. They decrease from winter to mid-summer and20
increase from mid-summer to winter. Hence the seasonal evolution of the difference
between measurement and models precedes those of chemically stable species by ap-
proximately 3 months. These differences with respect to HF are due to the increasing
underestimation of O3 and HCl in the middle stratosphere in both models at the end
of summer, which degrades the calculated model concentrations even more, since an25
incorrect simulation of middle stratospheric O3 influences lower altitudes. A too thin
O3 layer causes an increase in the UV radiation at lower altitudes, and as a conse-
quence an enhanced production of O3 (photodissociation of molecular oxygen) and
HCl (photodissociation of CFCs). Both can be observed in the lower panels of Figs. 9
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and 10 at the end of summer. They are particularly pronounced for SLIMCAT, whose
underestimation of middle stratospheric O3 is more significant.
For 2000 and the beginning of 2001 the KASIMA profiles show strong trends since
they are adjusting from somewhat inappropriate initializations to their state of model
equilibrium. For SLIMCAT the year 2000 stands out by relatively good agreement5
with the measurements and from 2001, coinciding with the change from ERA-40 to
operational analyses, it shows increasing differences with time. The same trend, even
more pronounced, is seen in KASIMA.
As already mentioned above it seems that the models are able to simulate transport
processes occurring on short timescales, like tropical streamers, but perform less well10
in reproducing the general or long-term dynamics. For a further investigation of this
issue the modelled and measured mixing ratios are correlated, before and after pass-
ing an high-pass filter. For a high-pass filter a 2-month running mean is applied, which
assures that the filtered data only contain variations which take place on timescales
shorter than 2 months. These analyses are made with the SLIMCAT data ranging over15
the whole period presented here and with KASIMA data from January 2001 onward,
since at the end of 2000 this model shows particularly strong differences due to the
close initialization date. The mixing ratios are taken at retrieved altitudes which are
especially sensitive to variabilities at a certain real atmospheric altitude range. It was
required that the correlation between the retrieved mixing ratios and the corresponding20
real atmospheric altitude range reaches at least a coefficient of 0.7. This minimizes the
influences of the retrievals’ constraints on the correlation between retrieved and mod-
elled mixing ratios. An influence, which is larger the less sensitive the retrieved ratios
are to variabilities in the real atmosphere, i.e. the lower the coefficients of Sect. 2.4 are.
Table 4 lists these retrieved altitudes, their corresponding real atmospheric 0.5ρ-layer,25
and altitude which contributes mostly to variations in the retrieved mixing ratio. The
O3 amounts retrieved at 37.3 km are additionally anti-correlated to their real amounts
around 25 km, which complicates their interpretation.
The upper panel of Fig. 14 depicts the correlation coefficient between the unfiltered
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measured and modelled mixing ratios versus the real atmospheric height. The error bar
indicate the 0.5ρ-layer. In particular for SLIMCAT it is evident that the model correlates
better to the measurements in the lower stratosphere than in the middle stratosphere.
For KASIMA this altitude dependence becomes visible if one considers each species
separately. All species for which this analysis is performed at various altitudes tend to5
correlate better at lower than at higher altitudes. High-pass filtering of the measured
and modelled data improves their correlation significantly (see lower panel of Fig. 14),
which demonstrates that the models are well-suited in tracking atmospheric variabilities
on small timescales. In this case only for the chemically more active species O3 and
HCl the coefficients are below 0.8. They are particularly low for higher altitudes and for10
KASIMA, while in the lower stratosphere they are also larger or close to 0.8. The good
correlation for the O3 ratios retrieved at 37.3 km are very likely due to its simultaneously
negative response on real changes around 25 km, which may compensate the positive
response on real changes around 33.5 km. Hence, it can be concluded that above
the lower stratosphere the models fail in predicting the O3 and HCl amounts even on15
small timescales. It seems that this inconsistency for higher altitudes is due to incorrect
modelled chemical processes, since at these altitudes the measured chemically rela-
tively stable species HF is in agreement with the models. However, these supposed
insufficiencies in the modelled chemistry are are very likely driven by the mentioned
longer-term dynamical problems and their effect on long-lived tracers.20
4.3. SLIMCAT versus KASIMA
Both SLIMCAT and KASIMA calculate over the whole compared periods too much
stratospheric N2O and CH4 and too little O3, HCl, and HF. Looking on the temporal
evolution of the their differences with the measurements, it is obvious that KASIMA in
particular simulates too rapid vertical transport resulting in strong increasing altitudes of25
tracer isopleths (see e.g. 1.6 ppmv line in Fig. 13). Due to this problem the KASIMA run
was stopped in early 2003. In contrast, SLIMCAT shows only a weak tendency of in-
creasing altitude of tracer isopleths from 2001 onward. Both models use ECMWF anal-
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yses but these differences are largely due to the different way in which vertical transport
is calculated. KASIMA calculates the vertical wind from the divergence of the horizon-
tal wind on isobaric levels, while SLIMCAT, in the run used here, uses isentropic levels
in the stratosphere and calculates the vertical (diabatic) motion using the MIDRAD ra-
diation scheme. Age-of-air tests with SLIMCAT show that using divergence/isobaric5
levels in this model also gives a much faster rate of vertical transport (not shown). In
the past the SLIMCAT model has been used successfully for decadel simulations using
UK Met Office analyses. The SLIMCAT run used here started in 1989 and simulated
the period up to 2003 in a stable manner (though with some changes possibly linked
to the change from ERA-40 to operational winds in early 2000). It seems that this for-10
mulation enables SLIMCAT to calculate the long-term stratospheric transport in a more
realistic way than the isobaric level KASIMA model in the CTM mode.
5. Summary and conclusions
The unique five-year record of trace gas profiles obtained by the FTIR technique re-
veals the seasonal and interseasonal evolution of dynamics and chemistry of the sub-15
tropical atmosphere. The observations show enhanced upward motion in the summer
and relatively strong variabilities in winter. The comparisons to long-term runs of 3-D
CTMs indicate that processes on shorter timescales are well modelled, in particular
in the lower stratosphere. However, the modelled long-term or general transport pro-
cesses are not fully consistent with the measurements. The model/observation differ-20
ences are generally larger during winter and smaller in summer, with the exception of
middle stratospheric ozone, which is, in particular, underestimated in summer. A prime
reason is very likely errors in the applied meteorological analysis, although further in-
vestigation is necessary to exclude definitively errors in chemical processes. Due to the
interaction of dynamical and chemical processes the models show particular problems25
in characterizing the middle and upper stratosphere, where chemistry occurs relatively
fast.
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Table 1. Applied microwindows and additional constraints.
Gas Windows [cm−1] Fixed to a-priori Interfering gases
O3 782.5–782.7 surface +80 km H2O, CO2
788.8–789.4
HCl 2775.6–2775.9 – H2O, CO2, O3,
2925.7–2926.1 N2O, CH4, NO2
HF 4038.8–4039.1 surface +80 km O3, CH4
N2O 2481.2–2482.5 – H2O, CO2, O3,
CH4
CH4 2835.5–2835.8 – H2O, O3, HCl
2903.6–2904.3
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Table 2. Estimated errors of total, tropospheric, and stratospheric column amounts (tropo-
spheric/stratospheric values are for below/above 12.4 km; in parenthesis).
Error source O3 HCl HF N2O CH4
[%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
solar angle 0.7 (0.5/0.8) 0.7 (1.4/0.7) 0.6 (0.3/0.6) 0.5 (0.5/0.4) 0.8 (0.9/0.8)
T. profile 0.7 (1.6/0.8) 1.0 (2.0/1.0) 1.6 (1.3/1.6) 0.4 (0.7/0.5) 0.5 (0.6/0.5)
meas. noise 1.2 (7.1/1.0) 1.2 (12.9/0.7) 0.6 (4.0/0.6) 0.2 (0.3/0.5) 0.3 (0.4/0.6)
smoothing 1.5 (26.7/1.9) 1.1 (32.7/1.3) 1.8 (72.6/1.7) 0.3 (0.5/1.4) 0.2 (0.5/1.3)
total random 2.6 (28.0/2.8) 2.2 (35.8/2.0) 2.7 (72.8/2.6) 0.8 (1.1/1.7) 1.2 (1.5/1.9)
line int. 1.8 (0.8/1.9) 4.3 (9.8/4.5) 4.3 (2.3/4.4) 5.1 (5.3/4.6) 5.0 (5.0/5.0)
pres. coef. 0.1 (0.7/0.1) 0.6 (13.1/0.8) 0.3 (3.3/0.2) 0.9 (1.4/8.7) 1.0 (0.8/7.2)
mod. eff. 0.1 (0.2/0.1) 0.1 (0.4/0.1) 0.0 (0.5/0.1) 0.0 (0.0/0.1) 0.0 (0.0/0.2)
pha. err. 0.2 (0.8/0.2) 0.6 (6.2/0.3) 0.6 (0.7/0.6) 0.2 (0.3/0.3) 0.3 (0.5/0.5)
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Table 3. Typical vertical resolution of FTIR profiles at some selected altitudes.
Alt. O3 HCl HF N2O CH4
[km] [km] [km] [km] [km] [km]
2.3 13.5a – 14.8a 9.1a 11.1b
10.0 14.7a – 15.4a 11.7 15.4
14.8 15.6 – 16.5 12.3 21.7a
17.2 15.8 15.7a 17.4 16.8 –
22.0 14.6 15.9 18.8a – –
24.4 12.3 13.6 22.0a – –
26.8 11.4 17.7 32.9 – –
28.0 13.0 21.7a 34.2a – –
29.2 17.0 20.6a 33.6a – –
30.4 21.2 – 33.2 – –
31.6 24.0a – 32.9a – –
39.2 25.1 – 32.4a – –
a peak does in general not coincide with nominal altitude
b half sided FWHM
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Table 4. Sensitivity ranges of mixing ratios retrieved at some selected altitudes. Determined
by the method described in Sect. 2.4.
Species Retrieved 0.5ρ-layer Major contribution from
at [km] [km] [km] (ρ value)
O3 19.6 18–25 22 (0.94)
28.0 22.5–31 26.5 (0.88)
37.3a 30–39 33.5(0.75)
HCl 16.0 16–25 20 (0.89)
28.0 22–31 25.5 (0.84)
35.6 27–36.5 31 (0.80)
HF 22.0 19–29 24 (0.82)
34.1 29–40 34.5 (0.71)
N2O 22.0 18–27 22 (0.85)
CH4 22.0 16.5–26.5 21.5 (0.76)
a also anti-correlated to real mixing ratios around 25 km
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Schneider et al.: Time series of subtropical trace gas profiles 3
input parameters applied in the inversion procedure, errors
due to measurement noise, and errors due to the inherent fi-
nite vertical resolution of the observing system, subsequently
called the ’smoothing error’. The confidence of this method
for the error estimation for O3 was demonstrated in Schnei-
der et al. (2004). There it was also shown that the retrieved
O3 profile are in consistent with HALOE (Halogen Occulta-
tion Experiment) data.
2.3.1 Error analysis: model input parameters
Input parameters are solar elevation angle, temperature pro-
file, ILS, and spectroscopic line parameters. Discrepancies
between the angle under which the solar radiation enters the
instrument and the actual solar elevation angle, which is ap-
plied in the retrieval, may occur when the instrument’s aper-
ture is not centred on the solar disk. For the error estimations
an uncertainty of 0.1◦ was assumed (the diameter of the solar
disc is 0.5◦). Temperature uncertainties of 2.5 K near the sur-
face and 14 K in the upper stratosphere are assumed. They
arise from the limited accuracy of the sonde’s thermometer
and mismatches in time and space for the airmasses detected
by FTIR and sonde. The modulation efficiency and the phase
error are assumed to be determined by the cell measurements
at an accuracy of 2 % and 0.2 rad, respectively. Spectro-
scopic line parameters are generally taken from the HITRAN
2000 database (Rothman et al. (2003)) with an assumed ac-
curacy of 5 %. For O3 data are taken from Wagner et al.
(2002), who estimate an accuracy of 2 % for line intensity
and pressure broadening coefficient.
2.3.2 Error analysis: measurement noise
Noise in the measured spectrum has an important impact on
the quality of the measurement. Around 785 cm−1, where
O3 is evaluated the signal-to-noise ratio is typically 250. At
2482 cm−1 (N2O) it is 490, around 2800 cm−1 (HCl and
CH4) it is 470− 660, and at 4039 cm−1 (HF) it is 800.
2.3.3 Error analysis: smoothing
The application of constraints limits the vertical resolution
of the retrieved profiles, which gives rise to an important er-
ror - the so-called smoothing error. For a statistical analysis
of this error, which is given by the difference between the
retrieved smoothed profile and the real atmospheric profile,
the variability of the real profile and its covariance must be
known. For O3 this information can be obtained from the
weekly ozone soundings, which shows large variability in the
tropopause region (up to 80 %) and correlation a length of
typically 2.5 km. The natural variability of the other gases
is estimated from the annual variabilities calculated by the
KASIMA 3D CTM. These modelled variabilities are very
likely to differ from the real variabilities due to deficien-
cies of the model, e.g. limited vertical and horizontal res-
olution. A comparison of the O3 variabilities obtained from
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Fig. 1. Variability of trace gas profiles (%) calculated directly
from the KASIMA 3D CTM (solid line) and scaled by a factor 1.6
(dashed line). The O3 panel also shows the variability determined
from sonde measurements.
the sondes and KASIMA (dotted and solid line in left panel
of Fig. 1) shows that the real variability exceeds the modelled
one by approximately 60 % above 16 km. Hence, for the es-
timation of the smoothing error of HCl, HF, N2O, and CH4,
a modified KASIMA variability (original KASIMA variabil-
ity multiplied by 1.6, see Fig. 1) is applied. The interlevel
correlations for all gases are assumed to be those of the O3
sondes, i.e. Gaussian-like with correlation length of 2.5 km
throughout the atmosphere.
2.3.4 Error analysis: summary
Errors due to solar angle, temperature profile, measurement
noise, and smoothing are random. As shown in Fig. 2 to
Fig. 6 the smoothing error is by far the most important source
of uncertainty in the retrieved profile, followed by the mea-
surement noise and temperature profile errors. Errors caused
by uncertainties in the solar angle can generally be neglected.
It should be noted that the variabilities, temperature pro-
file, measurement noise and smoothing error, as depicted in
Fig. 1 to Fig. 6, do not reflect all interlevel correlations. A
proper presentation would only be possible in form of the
so-called error patterns (Rodgers, 2000). For a single profile,
uncertainties in the ILS and line parameters are responsible
for systematic errors. Below ∼20km for the tropospheric
source gases N2O and CH4 the systematic line parameter er-
rors clearly exceed the estimated precision. The estimated
random and systematic errors in the total, tropospheric, and
stratospheric column amounts are presented in Table 2. This
confirms that the uncertainties in the line parameters domi-
nate the error for tropospheric gases and that the smoothing
error and measurement noise determine the precision of the
tropospheric column amounts of stratospheric gases.
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–12, 2004
Fig. 1. Variability of t ace gas profiles (%) calculated directly from the KASIMA 3-D CTM
(solid line) and scaled by a factor 1.6 (dashed line). The O3 panel also shows the variability
determined from sonde measurements.
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Table 2. Estimated errors of total, tropospheric, and stratospheric column amounts (tropospheric/stratospheric values are for below/above
12.4 km; in parenthesis) [%]
Error source O3 HCl HF N2O CH4
solar angle 0.7 (0.5/0.8) 0.7 (1.4/0.7) 0.6 (0.3/0.6) 0.5 (0.5/0.4) 0.8 (0.9/0.8)
T. profile 0.7 (1.6/0.8) 1.0 (2.0/1.0) 1.6 (1.3/1.6) 0.4 (0.7/0.5) 0.5 (0.6/0.5)
meas. noise 1.2 (7.1/1.0) 1.2 (12.9/0.7) 0.6 (4.0/0.6) 0.2 (0.3/0.5) 0.3 (0.4/0.6)
smoothing 1.5 (26.7/1.9) 1.1 (32.7/1.3) 1.8 (72.6/1.7) 0.3 (0.5/1.4) 0.2 (0.5/1.3)
total random 2.6 (28.0/2.8) 2.2 (35.8/2.0) 2.7 (72.8/2.6) 0.8 (1.1/1.7) 1.2 (1.5/1.9)
line int. 1.8 (0.8/1.9) 4.3 (9.8/4.5) 4.3 (2.3/4.4) 5.1 (5.3/4.6) 5.0 (5.0/5.0)
pres. coef. 0.1 (0.7/0.1) 0.6 (13.1/0.8) 0.3 (3.3/0.2) 0.9 (1.4/8.7) 1.0 (0.8/7.2)
mod. eff. 0.1 (0.2/0.1) 0.1 (0.4/0.1) 0.0 (0.5/0.1) 0.0 (0.0/0.1) 0.0 (0.0/0.2)
pha. err. 0.2 (0.8/0.2) 0.6 (6.2/0.3) 0.6 (0.7/0.6) 0.2 (0.3/0.3) 0.3 (0.5/0.5)
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Fig. 2. Estimated errors (%) of O3 profiles for random errors (left)
and systematic errors (right). The lines are described in the text.
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Fig. 3. As Fig. 2 but for HCl profiles.
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 2 but for HF profiles.
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Fig. 5. As Fig. 2 but for N2O profiles.
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Fig. 2. Estimated errors (%) of O3 profiles for random errors (left) and systematic errors (right).
The lines are described in the text.
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Table 2. Estimated errors of total, tropospheric, and stratospheric column amounts (tropospheric/stratospheric values are for below/above
12.4 km; in parenthesis) [%]
Error source O3 HCl HF N2O CH4
solar angle 0.7 (0.5/0.8) 0.7 (1.4/0.7) 0.6 (0.3/0.6) 0.5 (0.5/0.4) 0.8 (0.9/0.8)
T. profile 0.7 (1.6/0.8) 1.0 (2.0/1.0) 1.6 (1.3/1.6) 0.4 (0.7/0.5) 0.5 (0.6/0.5)
meas. noise 1.2 (7.1/1.0) 1.2 (12.9/0.7) 0.6 (4.0/0.6) 0.2 (0.3/0.5) 0.3 (0.4/0.6)
smoothing 1.5 (26.7/1.9) 1.1 (32.7/1.3) 1.8 (72.6/1.7) 0.3 (0.5/1.4) 0.2 (0.5/1.3)
total random 2.6 (28.0/2.8) 2.2 (35.8/2.0) 2.7 (72.8/2.6) 0.8 (1.1/1.7) 1.2 (1.5/1.9)
line int. 1.8 (0.8/1.9) 4.3 (9.8/4.5) 4.3 (2.3/4.4) 5.1 (5.3/4.6) 5.0 (5.0/5.0)
pres. coef. 0.1 (0.7/0.1) 0.6 (13.1/0.8) 0.3 (3.3/0.2) 0.9 (1.4/8.7) 1.0 (0.8/7.2)
mod. eff. 0.1 (0.2/0.1) 0.1 (0.4/0.1) 0.0 (0.5/0.1) 0.0 (0.0/0.1) 0.0 (0.0/0.2)
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Fig. 2. Estimated errors (%) of O3 profiles for random errors (left)
and systematic errors (right). The lines are described in the text.
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 2 but for HF profiles.
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Table 2. Estimated errors of total, tropospheric, and stratospheric column amounts (tropospheric/stratospheric values are for below/above
12.4 km; in parenthesis) [%]
Error source O3 HCl HF N2O CH4
solar angle 0.7 (0.5/0.8) 0.7 (1.4/0.7) 0.6 (0.3/0.6) 0.5 (0.5/0.4) 0.8 (0.9/0.8)
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smoothing 1.5 (26.7/1.9) 1.1 (32.7/1.3) 1.8 (72.6/1.7) 0.3 (0.5/1.4) 0.2 (0.5/1.3)
total random 2.6 (28.0/2.8) 2.2 (35.8/2.0) 2.7 (72.8/2.6) 0.8 (1.1/1.7) 1.2 (1.5/1.9)
line int. 1.8 (0.8/1.9) 4.3 (9.8/4.5) 4.3 (2.3/4.4) 5.1 (5.3/4.6) 5.0 (5.0/5.0)
pres. coef. 0.1 (0.7/0.1) 0.6 (13.1/0.8) 0.3 (3.3/0.2) 0.9 (1.4/8.7) 1.0 (0.8/7.2)
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Fig. 2. Estimated errors (%) of O3 profiles for random errors (left)
and systematic errors (right). The lines are described in the text.
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 2 but for HF profiles.
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Table 2. Estimated errors of total, tropospheric, and stratospheric column amounts (tropospheric/stratospheric values are for below/above
12.4 km; in parenthesis) [%]
Error source O3 HCl HF N2O CH4
solar angle 0.7 (0.5/0.8) 0.7 (1.4/0.7) 0.6 (0.3/0.6) 0.5 (0.5/0.4) 0.8 (0.9/0.8)
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total random 2.6 (28.0/2.8) 2.2 (35.8/2.0) 2.7 (72.8/2.6) 0.8 (1.1/1.7) 1.2 (1.5/1.9)
line int. 1.8 (0.8/1.9) 4.3 (9.8/4.5) 4.3 (2.3/4.4) 5.1 (5.3/4.6) 5.0 (5.0/5.0)
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Fig. 2. Estimated errors (%) of O3 profiles for random errors (left)
and systematic errors (right). The lines are described in the text.
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 2 but for HF profiles.
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Fig. 6. As Fig. 2 but for CH4 profiles.
2.4 Characterization of retrieved profiles
Instead of estimating the quality of the retrieved profile by
quoting the large smoothing errors it may be useful to con-
sider just the smoothed profiles and analyze a-priori what
kind of raw features of the real atmosphere are expected to
be observable in the retrieved profiles. The averaging kernels
are commonly used for this purpose as they give an impres-
sion of the vertical resolution of the retrieved profiles.
Fig. 7 shows the averaging kernels for the retrieved mix-
ing ratios. Their amplitudes indicate the sensitivity of the
retrieval and their full widths at half maximum (FWHM) in-
dicate the vertical resolution of the corresponding layer. In
the case of Tenerife Island, they are particularly small for so-
lar elevation angles around or below 20◦. Typical FWHM
values are listed in Table 3. At altitudes close to the sur-
face the FWHM is calculated as double the distance between
the altitude of the kernel’s maximum and the altitude above,
where it reaches its half value. For O3, HCl, and HF be-
low ∼20 km and above 32 km the kernels’ maxima do not
coincide with the nominal height, which makes it more dif-
ficult to interpret the FWHM. The best vertical resolution is
achieved by O3 around 26 km with FWHM values between
9.0 and 12.5 km. HCl and HF have smallest FWHMs of
around 13 km at 24 km and of 18 km at ∼ 18 km, respec-
tively. N2O and CH4 are well suited for an analysis of the
atmosphere below 20 km with typical FWHMs as small as
9.1 km.
The trace of the averaging kernel matrix provides another
useful measure. It gives the number of independent pieces of
information retrieved from the measurement. For the O3 re-
trievals the trace of the averaging kernel matrix is around 3.0
and for the HCl retrievals around 2.7, indicating the possibil-
ity of retrieving up to 3 independent components in the pro-
file, whereas the trace of the HF kernels is typically around
2.1. The spectra used for theN2O andCH4 retrievals contain
3.0 and 2.4 independent pieces of information.
The capability of the retrieved profile to describe the real
profile can be even better assessed by using some a-priori
information. The kernels of Fig. 7 are the response of the re-
trieved profiles on altering of the mixing ratio at the nominal
height of the real profile by 1 arbitrary unit. If one tries to
estimate which altitude range of the real atmosphere is typ-
ically represented in the mixing ratio retrieved at a certain
altitude level, it is necessary to consider not only the aver-
aging kernels but also the typical variability and the inter-
level correlations in the real atmosphere. This information,
in form of a covariance matrix SCOV , is obtained from a
statistical analysis of KASIMA calculations and O3 sondes
as described in subsection 2.3.3. An eigenvector analysis of
the matrix SCOV allows us to identify the components of the
real profile, which vary independently from each other. They
are represented by the eigenvectors of SCOV multiplied by
their respective eigenvalues. These scaled vectors contain
the same information as the covariance matrix. Any possi-
ble variation of the real profile can be represented by a linear
combination of these vectors, whereby their coefficients are
randomly distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1.
Multiplying a simulated real profile with the averaging kernel
yields its corresponding retrieved profile. An ensemble of a
large number of simulated real profiles and their correspond-
ing retrieved profiles represents the variability and interlevel
correlations of the real and their corresponding retrieved pro-
file. Correlating the real to their corresponding retrieved pro-
files allows us then to identify the altitude ranges in the real
profile which are, from a statistical point of view, mainly rep-
resented at a certain altitude level of the retrieved profile.
The results of this sensitivity analysis are shown in Fig.8
for the typical kernels depicted in Fig.7. The upper left
panel shows the interlevel correlations in the real atmo-
sphere, i.e. the sensitivity for an optimal retrieval. The as-
sumed Gaussian-like interlevel correlation with a σ value of
2.5 km produces correlation coefficients of at least 0.5 (in the
following called 0.5ρ-layer) within a layer of 3.5 km around
the nominal altitude. The limits of this layer are marked by
a pink line. The correlation coefficients of a real retrieval
are smaller and their 0.5ρ-layers are broader, since they are
influenced by the a-priori profiles. O3 shows largest coeffi-
cients of 0.94 for a correlation between the real mixing ratio
at 22 km and the retrieved mixing ratio at 20 km, i.e. the O3
is especially sensitive to the real atmospheric O3 amounts
around 22 km. The retrieved value at 32 km correlates with
the real value at 30 km with 0.8. At 20 and 32 km the
0.5ρ-layers ranges from 18 to 25 km and from 26 to 36 km,
respectively. The ratios retrieved above 40 km and below
10 km show strong anti-correlations to the real values around
25 km, which complicates the interpretation of the retrieved
values at these altitudes. The HCl retrieval is most sensitive
to altitudes around 20 km, which correlate to the mixing ra-
tio retrieved at 16 km with a coefficient of 0.89. At altitudes
below 13 km the 0.5ρ-layer covers the real profiles between
15 and 23 km. The values retrieved above 30 km have corre-
lation coefficients below 0.8 and above 40 km the 0.5ρ-layer
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–12, 2004
Fig. 6. As Fig. 2 but for CH4 profiles.
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Table 3. Typical vertical resolution of FTIR profiles [km] at some
selected altitudes.
Alt. [km] O3 HCl HF N2O CH4
2.3 13.5a – 14.8a 9.1b 11.1b
10.0 14.7a – 15.4a 11.7 15.4
14.8 15.6 – 16.5 12.3 21.7a
17.2 15.8 15.7a 17.4 16.8 –
22.0 14.6 15.9 18.8a – –
24.4 12.3 13.6 22.0a – –
26.8 11.4 17.7 32.9 – –
28.0 13.0 21.7a 34.2a – –
29.2 17.0 20.6a 33.6a – –
30.4 21.2 – 33.2 – –
31.6 24.0a – 32.9a – –
39.2 25.1 – 32.4a – –
apeak does in general not coincide with nominal altitude
bhalf sided FWHM
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Fig. 7. Vmr averaging kernels.
is situated between 28 and 37 km. The retrieved HF is less
sensitive to the real atmosphere. It shows largest coefficients
of 0.82 at 22 km for correlation with the real mixing ratio
at 24 km. Its 0.5ρ-layer covers 8 − 10 km. N2O and CH4
are well suited for analyzing the atmosphere below 25 km,
where their maximal correlations correspond to the nominal
altitudes. The coefficients reach 0.9 for altitudes below 5 km
and 0.85 at 23 km (for N2O). The latter makes the N2O re-
trieval appropriate for an analysis of the lower stratosphere.
3 The models
3.1 SLIMCAT
The SLIMCAT three-dimensional (3D) off-line chemical
transport model (CTM) is described in detail by Chipper-
field (1999). The model temperatures and horizontal winds
are specified from analyses and the vertical transport in the
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity analysis of the retrieved profiles (for more details
see text). Upper left panel: interlevel correlations in the real atmo-
sphere; all other panels: correlations between real atmosphere and
retrieved atmosphere. The line for a coefficient of 0.5 or −0.5 is
depicted in pink.
stratosphere is diagnosed from radiative heating rates. In the
stratosphere the model uses an isentropic coordinate and this
has been extended down to the surface using hybrid sigma-
theta levels. The troposphere is assumed to be well-mixed.
The model has a detailed treatment of stratospheric chem-
istry including gas-phase and heterogeneous chemistry.
In the run used here SLIMCAT was integrated with a hor-
izontal resolution of 7.5◦ x 7.5◦ and 20 levels extending
from the surface to about 55 km. The model was forced
by European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) analyses and the simulation started January 1,
1989. ERA-40 analyses were used until December 31, 1999
followed by operational analyses. The model source gas
loadings were from tropospheric observations (WMO, 2003).
The output was saved at 0 UT every 2 days interpolated to
the location of Izan˜a.
3.2 KASIMA
The KASIMA (Karlsruhe Simulation model of the Middle
Atmosphere) 3D CTM has a unique model architecture as it
couples a mechanistic model with an off-line model which is
forced by meteorological analyses (Kouker et al., 1999). The
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–12, 2004 www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/0000/0001/
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Table 3. Typical vertical resolution of FTIR profiles [km] at some
selected altitudes.
Alt. [km] O3 HCl HF N2O CH4
2.3 13.5a – 14.8a 9.1b 11.1b
10.0 14.7a – 15.4a 11.7 15.4
14.8 15.6 – 16.5 12.3 21.7a
17.2 15.8 15.7a 17.4 16.8 –
22.0 14.6 15.9 18.8a – –
24.4 12.3 13.6 22.0a – –
26.8 11.4 17.7 32.9 – –
28.0 13.0 21.7a 34.2a – –
29.2 17.0 20.6a 33.6a – –
30.4 21.2 – 33.2 – –
31.6 24.0a – 32.9a – –
39.2 25.1 – 32.4a – –
apeak does in general not coincide with nominal altitude
bhalf sided FWHM
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is situated between 28 and 37 km. The retrieved HF is less
sensitive to the real atmosphere. It shows largest coefficients
of 0.82 at 22 km for correlation with the real mixing ratio
at 24 km. Its 0.5ρ-layer covers 8 − 10 km. N2O and CH4
are well suited for analyzing the atmosphere below 25 km,
where their maximal correlations correspond to the nominal
altitudes. The coefficients reach 0.9 for altitudes below 5 km
and 0.85 at 23 km (for N2O). The latter makes the N2O re-
trieval appropriate for an analysis of the lower stratosphere.
3 The models
3.1 SLIMCAT
The SLIMCAT three-dimensional (3D) off-line chemical
transport model (CTM) is described in detail by Chipper-
field (1999). The model temperatures and horizontal winds
are specified from analyses and the vertical transport in the
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity analysis of the retrieved profiles (for more details
see text). Upper left panel: interlevel correlations in the real atmo-
sphere; all other panels: correlations between real atmosphere and
retrieved atmosphere. The line for a coefficient of 0.5 or −0.5 is
depicted in pink.
stratosphere is diagnosed from radiative heating rates. In the
stratosphere the model uses an isentropic coordinate and this
has been extended down to the surface using hybrid sigma-
theta levels. The troposphere is assumed to be well-mixed.
The model has a detailed treatment of stratospheric chem-
istry including gas-phase and heterogeneous chemistry.
In the run used here SLIMCAT was integrated with a hor-
izontal resolution of 7.5◦ x 7.5◦ and 20 levels extending
from the surface to about 55 km. The model was forced
by European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) analyses and the simulation started January 1,
1989. ERA-40 analyses were used until December 31, 1999
followed by operational analyses. The model source gas
loadings were from tropospheric observations (WMO, 2003).
The output was saved at 0 UT every 2 days interpolated to
the location of Izan˜a.
3.2 KASIMA
The KASIMA (Karlsruhe Simulation model of the Middle
Atmosphere) 3D CTM has a unique model architecture as it
couples a mechanistic model with an off-line model which is
forced by meteorological analyses (Kouker et al., 1999). The
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–12, 2004 www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/0000/0001/
Fig. 8. Sensitivity analysis of the retrieved profiles (for more details se text). Upper left
panel: interlevel corr lations in the real tmosphere; all other panels: correlati ns between real
atmosphere and retriev d atmospher . The line for a co ffici nt of 0.5 o −0.5 is depicted in
pink.
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model run used here was initialized on October 15, 2000 with
zonal mean output from the REPROBUS 3D CTM (Lefevre,
pers. communication). Tropospheric trends of the source
gases as N2O, CH4, and the CFCs were prescribed during
the model run (Engel, pers. communication). The meteorol-
ogy is based on operational ECMWF analyses up to 1 hPa
and the mechanistic model on top. The horizontal resolution
was approximately 4.0◦ × 4.0◦ (T30). The run used 63 ver-
tical levels between 10 and 120 km pressure altitude with a
0.75km spacing from 10 up to 22 km and an exponentially
decreasing resolution above. For the comparison with the
FTIR data model output for 12 UT each day during the sim-
ulation was used.
KASIMA therefore provides a slightly higher resolution
view of the stratosphere but for a shorter period. In contrast,
the multi-decadal run of SLIMCAT ensures that all of the
model long-lived tracers have ’spun-up’ and are indepent of
any initialisation.
4 Observed time series
4.1 Results of the measurements
The open circles in the upper panels of Fig. 9 to Fig. 13
represent the time series of the FTIR-observed stratospheric
column amounts (above 12.4 km altitude) of the trace gases
from March 1999 until December 2003. HF, which is chem-
ically long-lived and more abundant at higher altitudes, and
N2O, which is long-lived and abundant at lower altitudes,
show annual cycles with gradually decreasing (HF) and in-
creasing (N2O) column amounts and low variability during
summer. In winter large column amounts of HF, small col-
umn amounts of N2O and large variabilities are observed.
These observations reflect the pronounced upwelling and sta-
ble stratosphere in summer and the more disturbed strato-
sphere in winter. The time series of the profiles, which
are depicted in the second panels from the top of Fig. 9 to
Fig. 13 show, that the mixing ratio isolines typical for the
lower stratosphere, e.g. the 0.3 ppbv HF isoline or 0.3 ppmv
N2O isoline ascend gradually and stably during summer and
are situated at low altitudes and show strong variabilities in
winter. For the chemically active trace gas O3 this dynam-
ical evolution of the atmosphere is also observed, e.g. the
1.5 ppmv O3 isoline, ascends gradually during summer and
shows relatively strong variabilities in winter. However, for
O3 the photochemistry is also important. In summer when
solar irradiation is very intensive at Izan˜a (solar elevation of
85.2◦ at summer solstice) the ozone production above 25 km
is enhanced, which dampens the cycle observed in the col-
umn amount series of O3 compared to the purely dynam-
ical cycles of HF and N2O. This photochemical cycle is
tracked by the FTIR profile series which show O3 mixing ra-
tios of typically 8.5 ppmv around 32 km in winter and of
10.0 ppmv in summer.
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Fig. 9. O3 time series. Upper panel shows stratospheric column
amounts (above 12.4km). Black circles: FTIR; green crosses:
SLIMCAT; red crosses: KASIMA. Second to fourth panel de-
pict mixing ratio profiles of FTIR, SLIMCAT and KASIMA (with
the vertical resolution of FTIR), respectively. Two lower panels
show the difference between FTIR and SLIMCAT and FTIR and
KASIMA profiles for timescales greater than 2 months. Left hand
side of lower panel depicts the systematic errors for the difference
of FTIR and models. Solid line: line intensity (+2 %); dashed
line: pressure broadening coefficient (+2 %); dotted line: covari-
ance smoothing error.
The behaviour of HCl is also mainly dominated by the
above-mentioned dynamical processes as can be observed in
the evolution of its profile series. However since it is chemi-
cally less stable than HF other processes have also to be con-
sidered, e.g. its chemical destruction by reaction with OH,
which is more abundant in the summer stratosphere than in
the winter stratosphere. CH4 shows similar temporal evolu-
tion as N2O, however it is correlated to the chemical chlorine
partitioning by its reaction with Cl to CH3 and HCl, which
accounts for approximately 30 % of the total destruction of
CH4 in the stratosphere (Lary and Toumi, 1997).
4.2 Measurements versus models
The vertical resolution of the modelled and measured pro-
files are different, which has to be considered for an ade-
quate comparison. The averaging kernels of the FTIR pro-
files have FWHMs of 10 − 20 km. The model calculations
are on a far finer grid and their vertical resolutions are up
to 0.75 km in the lower stratosphere and about 2 km in the
upper stratosphere. Hence, compared to the FTIR observa-
tions the modelled profiles are highly resolved. They have
been transformed to the FTIR resolution by smoothing with
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–12, 2004
Fig. 9. O3 time series. Upper panel hows stratospheric column amounts (above 12.4 km).
Black circles: FTIR; green crosses: SLIMCAT; red crosses: KASIMA. Second to fourth panel
depict mixing ratio profiles of FTIR, SLIMCAT and KASIMA (with the vertical resolution of FTIR),
respectively. Two lower panels show the difference between FTIR and SLIMCAT and FTIR and
KASIMA profiles for timescales greater than 2 months. Left hand side of lower panel depicts
the systematic errors for the difference of FTIR and models. Solid line: line intensity (+2%);
dashed line: pressure broadening coefficient (+2%); dotted line: covariance smoothing error.
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for HCl and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 but for HF and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 9 but for N2O and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 9 but for CH4 and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for HCl and an assumed uncertainty of +5% for line intensity and
pressure broadening coefficient (left hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for HCl and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 but for HF and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 9 but for N2O and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 9 but for CH4 and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 but for HF and an assumed uncertainty of +5% for line intensity and
pressure broadening coefficient (left hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for HCl and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 but for HF and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 9 but for N2O and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 9 but for CH4 and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 9 but for N2O and an assumed uncertainty of +5% for line intensity and
pressure broadening coefficient (left hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for HCl and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 but for HF and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 9 but for N2O and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 9 but for CH4 and an assumed uncertainty
of +5 % for line intensity and pressure broadening coefficient (left
hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 9 but for CH4 and an assumed uncertainty of +5% for line intensity and
pressure broadening coefficient (left hand side of lower panel).
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Fig. 14. Correlation coefficients between measured and modelled
mixing ratios versus real atmospheric altitude. Upper panel de-
picts correlation for original data, lower panel for high pass filtered
data (2 month running mean). Green: SLIMCAT; red: KASIMA;
species as described in the legend.
correlation between the retrieved mixing ratios and the cor-
responding real atmospheric altitude range reaches at least a
coefficient of 0.7. This minimizes the influences of the re-
trievals’ constraints on the correlation between retrieved and
modelled mixing ratios. An influence, which is larger the
less sensitive the retrieved ratios are to variabilities in the
real atmosphere, i.e. the lower the coefficients of section 2.4
are. Table 4 lists these retrieved altitudes, their corresponding
real atmospheric 0.5ρ-layer, and altitude which contributes
mostly to variations in the retrieved mixing ratio. The O3
amounts retrieved at 37.3 km are additionally anti-correlated
to their real amounts around 25 km, which complicates their
interpretation.
The upper panel of Fig. 14 depicts the correlation coeffi-
cient between the unfiltered measured and modelled mixing
ratios versus the real atmospheric height. The error bar in-
dicate the 0.5ρ-layer. In particular for SLIMCAT it is ev-
ident that the model correlates better to the measurements
in the lower stratosphere than in the middle stratosphere.
For KASIMA this altitude dependence becomes visible if
one considers each species separately. All species for which
this analysis is performed at various altitudes tend to cor-
relate better at lower than at higher altitudes. High-pass
filtering of the measured and modelled data improves their
correlation significantly (see lower panel of Fig. 14), which
demonstrates that the models are well-suited in tracking at-
mospheric variabilities on small timescales. In this case only
for the chemically more active species O3 and HCl the coef-
ficients are below 0.8. They are particularly low for higher
altitudes and for KASIMA, while in the lower stratosphere
they are also larger or close to 0.8. The good correlation
for the O3 ratios retrieved at 37.3 km are very likely due to
its simultaneously negative response on real changes around
25 km, which may compensate the positive response on real
changes around 33.5 km. Hence, it can be concluded that
above the lower stratosphere the models fail in predicting the
O3 and HCl amounts even on small timescales. It seems
that this inconsistency for higher altitudes is due to incor-
rect modelled chemical processes, since at these altitudes the
measured chemically relatively stable species HF is in agree-
ment with the models. However, these supposed insufficien-
cies in the modelled chemistry are are very likely driven by
the mentioned longer-term dynamical problems and their ef-
fect on long-lived tracers.
4.3 SLIMCAT versus KASIMA
Both SLIMCAT and KASIMA calculate over the whole com-
pared periods too much stratospheric N2O and CH4 and too
little O3, HCl, and HF. Looking on the temporal evolution
of the their differences with the measurements, it is obvi-
ous that KASIMA in particular simulates too rapid vertical
transport resulting in strong increasing altitudes of tracer iso-
pleths (see e.g. 1.6 ppmv line in Fig.13). Due to this prob-
lem the KASIMA run was stopped in early 2003. In con-
trast, SLIMCAT shows only a weak tendency of increasing
altitude of tracer isopleths from 2001 onward. Both mod-
els use ECMWF analyses but these differences are largely
due to the different way in which vertical transport is cal-
culated. KASIMA calculates the vertical wind from the di-
vergence of the horizontal wind on isobaric levels, while
SLIMCAT, in the run used here, uses isentropic levels in the
stratosphere and calculates the vertical (diabatic) motion us-
ing the MIDRAD radiation scheme. Age-of-air tests with
SLIMCAT show that using divergence/isobaric levels in this
model also gives a much faster rate of vertical transport (not
shown). In the past the SLIMCAT model has been used suc-
cessfully for decadel simulations using UK Met Office anal-
yses. The SLIMCAT run used here started in 1989 and sim-
ulated the period up to 2003 in a stable manner (though with
some changes possibly linked to the change from ERA-40 to
operational winds in early 2000). It seems that this formu-
lation enables SLIMCAT to calculate the long-term strato-
spheric transport in a more realistic way than the isobaric
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–12, 2004
Fig. 14. Correlation coefficients between m a ured and modelle mixing ratios versus real
atmospheric altitude. Upper panel depicts correlation for original data, lower panel for high pass
filtered data (2 month running mean). Green: SLIMCAT; red: KASIMA; species as described in
the legend.
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